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prising and potentially detrimental to brain function. But
another possibility is that synaptic unreliability is used
by the brain for the purposes of learning (Minsky, 1954;
Hinton, 1989), in analogy to the way in which unreliable
genetic replication is used for evolution.
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Here I propose a specific implementation of this idea.
According to the proposal, synapses are “hedonistic,”
responding to a global reward signal by increasing theirSummary
probabilities of release or failure, depending on which
action immediately preceded reward. Remarkably, ifIt is well-known that chemical synaptic transmission
is an unreliable process, but the function of such unre- each synapse in a network behaves hedonistically, self-
ishly seeking reward, then the network as a whole be-liability remains unclear. Here I consider the hypothe-
sis that the randomness of synaptic transmission is haves hedonistically, learning to increase its average
reward by generating appropriate collective actions.harnessed by the brain for learning, in analogy to the
way that genetic mutation is utilized by Darwinian evo- This statement can be formulated and justified mathe-
matically and defines the sense in which hedonistic syn-lution. This is possible if synapses are “hedonistic,”
responding to a global reward signal by increasing apses serve the function of optimization.
The concept of the hedonistic synapse is potentiallytheir probabilities of vesicle release or failure, de-
pending on which action immediately preceded re- relevant to any brain area in which a reinforcement or
supervisory signal is broadcast globally. For example,ward. Hedonistic synapses learn by computing a sto-
chastic approximation to the gradient of the average there is evidence that the neuromodulator octopamine
functions as a reward signal in the mushroom bodies,reward. They are compatible with synaptic dynamics
such as short-term facilitation and depression and a locus of olfactory learning in the insect brain (Menzel,
2001). Octopamine is delivered by the VUMmx1 neuron,with the intricacies of dendritic integration and action
potential generation. A network of hedonistic syn- which arborizes diffusely over the mushroom bodies.
Similarly, the vertebrate striatum receives dense projec-apses can be trained to perform a desired computation
by administering reward appropriately, as illustrated tions from dopamine neurons in the substantia nigra,
which appear to carry a common reward signal (Mon-here through numerical simulations of integrate-and-
fire model neurons. tague et al., 1996; Schultz, 2002). Climbing fiber input
to the cerebellum may provide an error signal for the
adaptation of gaze-stabilizing behaviors such as theIntroduction
vestibuloocular reflex (Ito, 2001).
In brain areas that receive such a global reinforcementMany types of learning can be regarded as optimiza-
tions. For example, operant conditioning can be viewed signal, it is plausible that synaptic plasticity is driven by
interactions between the global signal and other signalsas a process by which animals adapt their behaviors so
as to maximize reward. The adage that “practice makes that are local to the synapse. Finding the exact rules
governing these interactions is an important challenge.perfect” refers to the iterative improvement of complex
motor skills like playing the piano or serving a tennis Hypotheses like the hedonistic synapse may prove use-
ful in the search for learning rules that combine globalball. It is widely believed that learning is based at least
in part on plasticity of the synaptic organization of the and local signals in the brain.
It should be noted that numerous methods of optimiz-brain. Therefore, it seems plausible that there are types
of synaptic plasticity that are tailored for the function ing the synaptic connectivity of a model neural network
have been explored in the field of machine learning.of optimizing neural circuits.
What specific forms could such synaptic plasticity A famous example is the backpropagation algorithm,
take? To stimulate the imagination, it is helpful to draw which computes the gradient of an objective function
inspiration from evolution, the best-known example of with respect to the synaptic strengths of a network
an optimizing process in biology. A fascinating aspect of (Rumelhart et al., 1986). Many alternatives to backpropa-
evolution is that it requires imperfect genetic replication. gation have also been proposed (Barto et al., 1983;
Such unreliability might otherwise seem undesirable, Narendra and Thathachar, 1989; Mazzoni et al., 1991;
but random mutation and recombination are actually Williams, 1992; Jabri and Flower, 1992; Cauwenberghs,
essential for generating variation, which allows evolution 1993; Unnikrishnan and Venugopal, 1994).
to search for improved genotypes. However, all of these learning rules were formulated
An unreliable process also lies at the heart of neural for model networks that fail to incorporate two basic
computation: synaptic transmission. When depolarized neurobiological facts. First, biological synapses are
by an action potential, a presynaptic terminal may re- driven by presynaptic action potentials and modulate
lease neurotransmitter, or it may fail to release (Stevens, the membrane conductances of their postsynaptic tar-
1993). At first glance, such unreliability may seem sur- gets. Second, the efficacy of synaptic transmission var-
ies dynamically over time from spike to spike, due to
short-term facilitation and depression (Thomson, 2000).*Correspondence: seung@mit.edu
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The learning rules studied in this paper are compatible
with both of these features of biological synapses.
By its nature, the present work is speculative. The
particular form of plasticity hypothesized here may turn
out to exist in the brain. Even if it does not, the general
concept of biological synapses that rely on microscopic
randomness for the purposes of optimization could still
be correct. One can imagine many possible realizations
of the concept, of which the hedonistic synapse is just
one. The wider goal of this paper is to stimulate theorists
to imagine these possibilities and experimentalists to
search for them.
Results
In operant conditioning, rewarding an animal tends to
increase the future probability of actions that were per-
formed immediately prior to reward. According to one
interpretation, this phenomenon occurs because ani-
mals are hedonistic, or reward-seeking.
What if synapses, like animals, were hedonistic? To
elaborate on the analogy, suppose that the possible
“actions” performed by a synapse are only two in num- Figure 1. A Hedonistic Synapse Responds to Reinforcement by
Changing Its Release Probability Based on Its Recent Actionsber. When stimulated by a presynaptic spike, the syn-
For simplicity, the model is depicted with the assumption that thereapse either releases a vesicle of neurotransmitter, or it
is no short-term facilitation or depression. The full model, includingfails to release. A hedonistic synapse obeys the follow-
short-term plasticity, is described in the Experimental Procedures.ing learning rule:
(A) Suppose, for example, that a synapse responds to four presynap-
tic spikes with the sequence of release, failure, release, failure. (B)(R1) The release probability is increased if reward
The eligibility trace is a record of the synapse’s recent actions. Itfollows release and is decreased if reward follows
jumps upward by 1  p with every release and downward by p
failure. with every failure and otherwise decays exponentially. (C) Suppose,
for example, that reinforcement is administered following each of
The rule can be generalized to negative reinforcement, the four presynaptic spikes. Reward is delivered twice and then
here called “punishment” for convenience: punishment twice. (D) Plasticity is driven by the product of the
eligibility trace e(t ) and the reinforcement signal h(t ), as in Equation
(R2) The release probability is decreased if punish- 4. (E) The release parameter q is monotonically related to the release
ment follows release and is increased if punishment probability p by the sigmoidal function of Equation 1, drawn here
for the simple case of no short-term facilitation (c  0).follows failure.
To learn from reinforcement, a hedonistic synapse
must maintain a record of its recent releases and fail- the firing rates of half of the input neurons (Figure 2A).
ures. This is provided by a dynamical variable called the The XOR computation is a classic benchmark for neural
eligibility trace (Klopf, 1982). Learning at each synapse network training, because a simple, single-layer per-
is driven by the product of the local eligibility trace with ceptron cannot represent it; a multilayer perceptron is
the global reinforcement signal (Figure 1). necessary.
The full description of the hedonistic synapse model is The training was accomplished by presenting the in-
given in the Experimental Procedures and is somewhat puts and then rewarding or punishing the synapses de-
more complex than described in Figure 1, as it incorpo- pending on the activity of the output neuron. More spe-
rates dynamic effects such as short-term facilitation and cifically, when the input was “01” or “10,” the synapses
depression. These effects are ignored for simplicity in were rewarded for every output spike. When the input
Figures 1–4 but are included in the final example of was “00” or “11,” the synapses were punished for every
Figure 5. output spike. In other words, the reinforcement signal
was either the spike train of the output neuron or its
negative. Prior to training, the network responded onTraining a Multilayer Network
Now consider a network of hedonistic synapses. The average with more spikes to “11” than to “01” or “10.”
After cycling through 200 presentations of each inputnetwork can be trained by rewarding desired behavior
and punishing undesired behavior. This is illustrated in pattern, the network learned to respond to “01” and “10”
but to suppress almost all spiking to “11” (Figure 2B).Figure 2 for the particular case of a network with a
multilayer perceptron architecture. The 60 input neurons It is important to note that a single time-varying reward
signal sufficed to train the entire network, including notare Poisson spike trains, while the 60 hidden neurons
and 1 output neuron are of the integrate-and-fire variety only the synapses feeding directly into the output neuron
but also the synapses from the input neurons to the(see Experimental Procedures). The network was trained
to perform the exclusive-or (XOR) computation on two hidden neurons. This nonlocal spread of a supervisory
signal is reminiscent of backpropagation learningbinary variables. Each binary variable was encoded in
Viewpoint
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Figure 2. A Network of Hedonistic Synapses and Integrate-and-Fire
Neurons Learns the XOR Function of Two Binary Variables
In the multilayer perceptron architecture, two layers of hedonistic
synapses make feedforward connections between three layers of
neurons: 60 input neurons (red and blue), 60 hidden neurons (black),
and 1 output neuron (green). Neurons are chosen to be either excit-
atory or inhibitory at random. All neurons in the input layer project
to all neurons in the hidden layer, though only some connections
are depicted for clarity. (A) Spike trains of input neurons. The two
binary variables are encoded in the firing rates of two neural popula-
tions (red and blue), each of size 30. A subset of four neurons from
each population is shown. The value “1” was represented by Poisson
spiking at 40 Hz, while the value “0” was represented by no spiking.
In each learning epoch, the four input patterns “00,” “01,” “10,” and
“11” were presented for 500 ms each. Input spike trains are depicted
for a subset of four neurons in each of two populations. (B) Spike
train of output neuron (green). After learning for 200 presentations Figure 3. The Differential Correlation of Release and Failure with
of all four input patterns, the network has learned the XOR function. Reward Provides an Appropriate Learning Signal
It suppresses almost all output spiking in response to the input “11,” This is illustrated through simulation of a simple circuit consisting
while still responding to “10” or “01.” More than 90% of the time, of (1) an excitatory input neuron, (2) an inhibitory interneuron, and
convergence to a good solution occurred within a few hundred itera- (3) an output neuron. The input neuron was a Poisson spike train
tions. at 20 Hz, while the other two were integrate-and-fire neurons. The
release probabilities of all synapses were held fixed at 0.5, and the
simulation was run for 1000 s of simulated time. The output spike
train was considered as the reward. (A) Each presynaptic spike train(Rumelhart et al., 1986), but there is an important differ-
was separated into release and failure trains. For each of the threeence. The backpropagated error signal spreads by a
synapses (B, C, and D) of the simple circuit, two cross-correlationscomputation that depends in a detailed way on the archi-
are graphed. One is of the release train with reward (green), whiletecture of the network and on the precise values of its
the other is of the failure train with reward (red). By comparing these
synaptic strengths. In contrast, broadcast of a reward two cross-correlations, each synapse can determine whether to
signal to an assembly of hedonistic synapses requires increase or decrease its release probability, as in Equation 11. The
most interesting example is synapse D. Although it drives the inhibi-communication but no computation at all.
tory interneuron, both its releases and failures are positively corre-
lated with reward, because the monosynaptic excitatory path BRelease-Failure Antagonism
is stronger than the disynaptic path. Nevertheless, failure is moreIn Figure 2, the end result of the training was that the
strongly correlated with reward than is release, so the synapse
synapses changed their release probabilities so as to knows to decrease its release probability. This example illustrates
increase the reward received by the network, thereby that antagonistic effects of release and failure on plasticity can be
important for deriving the correct learning signal.improving its performance on the XOR computation.
How were the synapses able to determine the changes in
release probabilities appropriate for increasing reward?
The short answer is that a hedonistic synapse learns by between them indicates whether the release probability
should be increased or decreased to maximize reward.comparing two cross-correlations, one between release
and reward and the other between failure and reward. It is straightforward to verify this for each synapse, be-
cause the circuit is so simple.The difference between these two correlations tells the
synapse how its actions are causally related to reward. In particular, one synapse most strikingly illustrates
that the learning signal resides in the difference betweenTo illustrate this point, the model circuit of Figure 3
was simulated. The circuit retains some of the basic the correlations rather than in either correlation alone.
This is the synapse from the input neuron to the interneu-elements of the larger network trained in Figure 2. The
input neuron generates a Poisson spike train, while the ron. Because release is positively correlated with re-
ward, one might erroneously conclude that the releaseothers are of the integrate-and-fire variety. The spike
train of the output neuron is regarded as the reward probability should be increased. However, the positive
correlation is due to the other pathway from the inputsignal. For each synapse, the release-reward and failure-
reward correlation functions are graphed. The difference neuron to the output neuron. It turns out that failure is
Neuron
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Figure 4. When a Circuit of Hedonistic Syn-
apses Receives Probabilistic Reward for Re-
peated Choices between Two Targets, Its Be-
havior Can Obey the Matching Law Studied
by Psychologists
(A) The decision-making circuit consists of
three integrate-and-fire model neurons, two
excitatory (“1” and “2”) and one inhibitory (un-
labeled). Each excitatory neuron receives 100
feedforward excitatory synaptic inputs, as
well as recurrent synaptic input from itself
and from the global inhibitory interneuron.
During each 500 ms trial, the feedforward
synapses are driven by 10 Hz Poisson spike
trains. The feedforward synapses are hedonistic, while the recurrent synapses are deterministic and not plastic.
(B) In each trial, the circuit “chooses” one of the two targets, through “winner-take-all” behavior. One of the excitatory neurons is suppressed
(top), while the other remains active (bottom). The winner-take-all behavior is mediated by the global inhibitory neuron (middle). The choice
is probabilistic, because the synaptic input received by neurons 1 and 2 fluctuates.
(C) Before each trial, the targets are baited with probabilities p1  0.1 and p2  0.3. The decision-making circuit chooses one target and
harvests reward if it is available. If there is unharvested reward at the end of a trial, it remains for the next trial. The circuit learns a probabilistic
strategy in which target 2 is favored over target 1, as is evident in the plot of cumulative choices of target 2 versus cumulative choices of
target 1 (blue). For comparison, the cumulative rewards harvested at each target are also plotted (green). The slopes of the two lines become
approximately equal to each other, which corresponds to matching behavior. The dotted line indicates the theoretical slope that would hold
for perfect matching.
also positively correlated with reward and even more The Matching Law
In the simulation of Figure 2, the reinforcement wasstrongly so. Hence, the release probability should be
decreased to maximize reward. This example demon- a deterministic function of the network behavior, but
hedonistic learning is also applicable to contexts instrates that it can be important for release and failure
to have antagonistic effects on plasticity. which reinforcement is probabilistic. Such contexts
have been studied extensively by psychologists in re-While the difference between the correlations pro-
vides an appropriate learning signal, it should be noted search on the matching law (Davison and McCarthy,
1988; Gallistel, 1994). When animals are presented withthat this signal is obscured by a learning noise, the
random fluctuations corrupting any estimate of correla- repeated choices between competing alternatives, they
distribute their choices so that the returns from the alter-tions based on a finite time interval. This means that
dynamics of learning executes a random walk in the natives are approximately the same. Return is defined
as the total reward obtained from an alternative dividedparameter space, which is biased in a direction that
increases the average reward. A picturesque term for by the number of times it was chosen.
Figure 4 illustrates that a neural circuit containing he-such behavior is “hill-climbing,” which comes from visu-
alizing the average reward as the height of a landscape donistic synapses can learn matching behavior when it
chooses repeatedly between two targets that are proba-over the parameter space. The formal term is “stochastic
gradient ascent,” as explained in the Experimental Pro- bilistically baited with reward. A discrete-time version
of the concurrent variable-interval reward schedule iscedures.
Figure 5. Hedonistic Learning Applied to
Synapses with Short-Term Facilitation and
Depression
A single integrate-and-fire neuron was
trained to become selective to the temporal
order of its 100 synaptic inputs. (A) Postsyn-
aptic voltage response of a model synapse
to 20 Hz spike trains, averaged over 100 trials.
Depending on the release probability for the
first spike in the train, the efficacy of the syn-
apse exhibits different time courses. The ini-
tial release probability is specified as 1/(1 
exp(q )), where q is called the release pa-
rameter. For q  2 (red) the initial release
probability is high and the synapses de-
presses. For q  2 (blue) the initial release
probability is low and the synapse facilitates
first and then depresses. (B) The 100 synapses are driven by 20 Hz Poisson spike trains. The stimulus onset is 100 ms earlier for the blue
group than the red group. Output spikes to this stimulus were rewarded during training. (C) The stimulus onset is 100 ms earlier for the red
synapses than the blue synapses. Output spikes to this stimulus were punished during training. (D) All release parameters were initialized to
be zero, but the two groups of synapses ended up learning different dynamical behaviors. After training with 500 presentations of each
stimulus, the release parameters of the blue group were typically less than those of the red group, so that the red synapses tended to depress
more strongly than the blue. (E and F) After training, the output neuron became selective to temporal order, because its synapses learned
the appropriate dynamical behaviors. The mean responses to stimuli B and C were six and three spikes, respectively. Typical voltage traces
are shown; the response fluctuated from trial to trial.
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used, as explained in the Experimental Procedures. actions are causally related to reward. During periods
when the postsynaptic neuron is far below threshold,Whenever the decision-making circuit of Figure 4A
chooses a baited target, it harvests reward, which in- release and failure have no effect on the rest of the
network and therefore have no effect on reward. A hedo-duces plasticity at its hedonistic synapses. It chooses
probabilistically between the two targets, due to the nistic synapse is better off ignoring such time periods,
because they contribute only learning noise and nostochasticity of its feedforward synapses. Initially, it
chooses with roughly equal odds, but over time it learns learning signal.
Therefore, it is advantageous to modify rules R1 anda preference that approximately satisfies the matching
law (Figure 4C). R2 so that they are not applied if the postsynaptic volt-
age is well below threshold for a window in time sur-
rounding the presynaptic spike. One caveat should beDynamic Synapses
noted: according to this modification, plasticity at a he-For any synaptic learning rule to be biologically plausi-
donistic synapse is dependent on postsynaptic depolar-ble, it must be able to deal with the fact that the efficacy
ization but does not require a postsynaptic spike. Ac-of a biological synapse is not static but changes dynami-
cording to some experiments, this stronger condition iscally from spike to spike (Tsodyks et al., 1998). Although
necessary for long-term potentiation (Magee and Johns-this feature of synaptic transmission was neglected in
ton, 1997).the preceding examples for simplicity, it is compatible
with the hedonistic synapse model. The implementation
of short-term plasticity is explained in the Experimental
Postsynaptic Locus of PlasticityProcedures, and its behavior is illustrated in Figure 5A,
It is known that long-term plasticity of a biological syn-which depicts simulations of the average postsynaptic
apse can occur through changes in the probability ofresponse to a tetanus of presynaptic spikes. Compari-
vesicle release (Dale et al., 1988; Stevens and Wang,son of the two traces reveals that the probability of
1994; Bolshakov and Siegelbaum, 1995). Such a presyn-vesicle release to the first spike in the train affects the
aptic locus of plasticity is consistent with the basicresponses to later spikes. If the initial release probability
model of a hedonistic synapse. However, long-termis high, succeeding responses are depressed. If the ini-
plasticity can also occur through changes in the ampli-tial release probability is low, then facilitation is visible
tude of the postsynaptic conductance elicited by vesicleat first, after which depression sets in. This is qualita-
release (Malenka and Nicoll, 1999). This suggests thetively in accord with measurements on biological syn-
following modification of rules R1 and R2: make theapses (Markram and Tsodyks, 1996).
changes in the amplitude of the postsynaptic conduc-If these different dynamical behaviors are available,
tance rather than in the release probability.hedonistic synapses can learn to use them for computa-
The modified rules will still tend to increase averagetion, as shown in the rest of Figure 5. The synapses onto
reward, provided it is true that changing the amplitudean integrate-and-fire model neuron were divided into
of a postsynaptic conductance and changing its proba-two groups. During training, the two groups were acti-
bility have similar effects on the behavior of the postsyn-vated sequentially, in either order. Spikes in response
aptic neuron. There are situations where this statementto one order were rewarded, while spikes in response
can be violated. For example, suppose that stimulationto the other order were punished. After training, the
of a synapse drives the postsynaptic neuron above spik-average spiking response of the model neuron was
ing threshold. Changing the amplitude of the synapticgreater for one temporal order than for the other. Selec-
conductance will change the timing of the spike, whiletivity of response was achieved because the two groups
changing the release probability will change the proba-of synapses learned different dynamical behaviors. One
bility of the spike. If the computation of the networkgroup learned to depress quickly, so that its peak re-
depends critically on precise spike timing, then thesesponse was immediate. The other group learned to facili-
two changes could have different effects on reward.tate, effectively introducing a time lag into its peak re-
sponse. Such a time lag is known to be sufficient to give
rise to selectivity to temporal ordering (Chance et al., Temporal Antagonism
1998; Buchs and Senn, 2002). The relative timing of presynaptic and postsynaptic
spiking is important in the induction of long-term poten-
Postsynaptic Voltage Dependence tiation at hippocampal and cortical synapses (Markram
At certain synapses, induction of long-term plasticity et al., 1997; Bi and Poo, 1998). In particular, reversing the
requires depolarization of the postsynaptic neuron, in temporal order causes a reversal in the sign of plasticity.
addition to presynaptic spiking (Malenka and Nicoll, Temporal antagonism can also be incorporated into
1999). This property is generally regarded as the hall- the hedonistic synapse model. According to rules R1
mark of Hebbian learning, but in fact it is also compatible and R2, plasticity is induced when reinforcement follows
with hedonistic learning. activation of the synapse. Now suppose that plasticity
Although the basic learning rules R1 and R2 do not of the opposite sign is induced when reinforcement pre-
depend on the state of the postsynaptic neuron (except cedes activation of the synapse:
in the special case where postsynaptic spiking is the
reward signal), such a dependence is a natural modifica- (R3) The release probability is decreased if reward
precedes release and is increased if reward pre-tion. To understand why, recall that a hedonistic syn-
apse compares the release-reward correlation with the cedes failure.
(R4) The release probability is increased if punish-failure-reward correlation in order to determine how its
Neuron
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ment precedes release and is decreased if punish- There are many sources of randomness
in the brain. Why do you single outment precedes failure.
stochastic vesicle release as the basis
for stochastic gradient learning?As explained in the Experimental Procedures, these
Singling out a specific source of randomness is essentialrules can be implemented using another variable called
for transforming stochastic gradient learning from anthe reward trace. It is also shown that temporal antago-
abstract mathematical concept into a scientific hypothe-nism can be advantageous, because it has no effect on
sis that can be confirmed or refuted.the learning signal but can reduce the learning noise.
While I have focused on stochastic vesicle release, ITo understand why, it is helpful to reexamine the cross-
should make clear that there are many other possiblecorrelograms of Figure 3. Recall that the difference be-
ways of learning by correlating a reward signal with atween the green and red correlograms is the signal that
source of microscopic noise. For example, learningdrives learning according to rules R1 and R2, due to
could be based on fluctuations in quantal size that arerelease-failure antagonism. But there is also a learning
postsynaptic in origin, leading to a learning rule that isnoise, because any estimation of correlations based on
similar to the weight perturbation algorithms studied ina finite time interval is imperfect. Adding rules R3 and
machine learning (Jabri and Flower, 1992; Cauwen-R4 has the effect of implementing a second difference
berghs, 1993). Alternatively, learning could be based onoperation, that between the right (positive lag) and left
fluctuations due to irregular action potential firing, as(negative lag) halves of each correlogram. This extra
explored by a number of previous models (Williams,difference can help suppress the effects of fluctuations
1992; Barto et al., 1983; Mazzoni et al., 1991). On a
in the correlogram baselines.
slower time scale, stochastic gradient learning could be
based on the creation and destruction of synapses.
In this paper, stochastic vesicle release was consid-
Discussion
ered rather than other sources of randomness, for sev-
eral reasons. The first was pedagogical: hedonistic syn-
The following imaginary dialog addresses frequently
apses are simple and easy to understand. Second,
asked questions about the hedonistic synapse hypothe- stochastic vesicle release is a basic and universal prop-
sis. Its organization should be convenient for the reader erty of chemical synaptic transmission, and the possibil-
who is only interested in some of the questions. ity of helping explain its function is surely an exciting
one. Third, hedonistic synapses are generally applicable
to realistic model neurons, however complex the pro-
Hedonistic synapses are just a mechanism cesses of action potential generation and dendritic inte-
for stochastic gradient learning, a topic gration may be.
that has been studied extensively in In contrast, previous proposals to base stochastic
the field of neural networks. What is new here? gradient learning on irregular spiking have fallen short
The present work is not intended as an advance in the of implementation with biophysically realistic model
mathematical theory of stochastic gradient learning. neurons. Instead, these proposals have modeled spiking
Rather, it is an attempt to make this theory relevant to as an intrinsically random Bernoulli (Williams, 1992;
neurobiology. Although the idea of gradient learning has Barto et al., 1983; Mazzoni et al., 1991) or Poisson pro-
a long history in computer science, so far it has had cess (X. Xie and S.S., unpublished data). In contrast,
little or no impact on synaptic physiology. The present biological neurons appear to fire action potentials in an
model is intended to be concrete enough to be experi- essentially deterministic way, judging from studies in
mentally testable in neural systems. Finding forms of vitro (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995). Irregular spiking ob-
synaptic plasticity related to gradient learning would served in vivo is believed to arise from fluctuations in
forge a new link between neurobiology and computer synaptic drive produced by the dynamics of neural net-
science. works (van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky, 1998). It remains
a challenge to implement stochastic gradient learning
for such network models. There is strong motivation to
I’m a synaptic physiologist. How can I look meet this challenge, as theoretical studies suggest that
for hedonistic synapses in the brain? learning can be faster if based on irregular spiking rather
To look for hedonistic synapses in the brain, one must than on synaptic noise (Werfel et al., 2004).
be able to manipulate a global reinforcement signal and
have the capability of resolving release and failure You’ve demonstrated learning with hedonistic
events at one or a few synapses. If a synapse is hedonis- synapses for some toy problems, but it will
tic, the most effective way of inducing long-term plastic- never scale up to really large networks
ity would be to make reward contingent on its actions. This is true, but let’s be fair: the difficulty of scale up is
For a hedonistic synapse, pairing release with reward not peculiar to hedonistic synapses but is a disease
would have the opposite effect as pairing failure with common to all learning methods that use local search
reward. Some plausible candidates for global reinforce- to optimize an objective function. Such “hill-climbing”
ment signals are mentioned in the Introduction. In addi- methods as backpropagation have had impressive suc-
tion, some examples of heterosynaptic plasticity may cesses, but none has scaled up to the challenge of
be ripe for explanation in terms of global reinforce- creating artificial intelligence that rivals the human brain
in capability. At this point, no one believes that a com-ment signals.
Viewpoint
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plete theory of intelligence can be based on hill-climb- curred throughout the episode. Therefore, the delay was
variable, ranging from 0 to 1 s. Accordingly, the timeing alone.
Early theorists in machine learning argued that solving constant of the eligibility trace was chosen to be 1 s,
and learning was able to proceed. This example showsthe scale up problem depended on finding a general
method of decomposing a complex goal into simpler that modest delays are not catastrophic for hedonistic
learning, under certain conditions.subgoals (Minsky, 1961). This method could be applied
recursively to achieve arbitrarily complex goals. Such a In general, one expects temporal delays to slow down
hedonistic learning. To be fair, delays are also problem-“divide-and-conquer” strategy could be executed by a
system composed of many agents, each of which learns atic for other types of learning. For example, delays
can cause Hebbian synapses to change in the wrongfrom reinforcement to accomplish its subgoal. Some
subgoals might be innate, but truly intelligent behavior direction, according to a recent model of oculomotor
learning (Raymond and Lisberger, 1998).would require the subgoals themselves to be learned.
If one takes these “society of mind” theories seriously The problem of delayed reward is of fundamental im-
portance in the field of reinforcement learning. In games(Minsky, 1988; Baum, 1999), then it seems plausible that
the brain is a collection of tiny modules, each of which like checkers or backgammon, there is a huge temporal
delay separating the win-lose-draw reinforcement signalhas the capability to learn from reinforcement. Each
module would be a neural circuit that is small enough and the moves that lead up to it. Such long delays are
handled with a value function that estimates future re-to be trained by a simple hill-climbing method. The mod-
ules would exchange many reinforcement signals, in a ward, and techniques for learning the value function,
such as temporal difference learning (Tesauro, 1992).manner that is more decentralized than the way neuro-
modulatory systems are thought to operate. Similar strategies may be implemented in the brain via
the mesencephalic dopamine system (Montague et al.,Computer scientists may prefer to focus on the prob-
lem of how to organize a “society of mind” and endow its 1996) and could be used in conjunction with hedonistic
learning to handle very long delays.agents with interactions that lead to human-like artificial
intelligence. But neurobiologists can proceed differ-
ently: they can try to identify the brain’s hill-climbing Do you believe that hedonistic synapses are the
mechanisms, without waiting for the more daunting explanation of operant conditioning?
problem of intelligence to be solved. In the example of Figure 4, a simple circuit of hedonistic
synapses learns matching behavior through a process
resembling operant conditioning. However, this exam-Even if stochastic gradient learning were applied
ple should not be mistaken for a complete theory ofto small neural circuits in the brain, wouldn’t
operant conditioning. It is conceivable that hedonisticit still be too slow?
synapses could be sufficient to account for operant con-This issue has never been investigated in a serious way,
ditioning in animals with small nervous systems. Butalthough it deserves to be. One must identify a learned
large nervous systems would rely on additional elementsbehavior that is executed by a small brain module and
besides a simple hill-climbing mechanism, because ofconstruct a model neural network with an architecture
the scale up problem. In short, hedonistic synapsesbased on experimental data. Then one can determine
might be involved in operant conditioning, but they arethe time it takes the model to acquire the behavior
not intended as a complete explanation of the phe-through stochastic gradient learning and compare this
nomenon.time with the learning time of the biological system.
For example, the zebra finch practices its song tens
of thousands of times in the course of song learning Could temporal antagonism alone be sufficient
(Johnson et al., 2002). Could a network model of the for stochastic gradient learning?
avian song generation nuclei acquire song in a compara- Consider learning based on rules R1 through R4, but
ble amount of time through stochastic gradient learning? modified by removing all dependence on failures, so
Until this type of careful comparison has been made, it that there is no release-failure antagonism. In Figure 3,
seems hasty to rule out stochastic gradient learning as this would mean that learning is driven by the green
a brain mechanism. release-reward correlogram only. The sign of plasticity
would be given by subtracting the left half of the correlo-
gram (negative lag) from the right half (positive lag). ForWhat if the reward signal is delayed in time?
synapses B and C of Figure 3, this difference is anWon’t that be catastrophic for the learning
appropriate learning signal, but for synapse D it is not.time of hedonistic synapses?
This example shows that temporal antagonism alone isA fixed delay in reward has no effect on learning, pro-
not always sufficient for extracting a proper gradientvided that the same delay is added to the eligibility trace.
signal.A variable delay is more problematic: it requires that the
time constant of the eligibility trace be made as long as
the delay fluctuations. This could lead to a slowdown In your example, two out of three synapses would
change in the right direction. Couldn’t thein learning.
A modest variable delay was present in the example circuit end up increasing its average reward
anyway, in spite of the errant synapse?of learning matching behavior (Figure 4). The learning
was segmented into 1 s episodes. The reward signal Yes, this possibility illustrates that stochastic gradient
ascent is sufficient but not necessary for hill-climbing.was delivered only at the end of the episode, while the
vesicle release and failure events critical for reward oc- In stochastic gradient ascent, the average change of
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Note that p is defined as the probability of vesicle release, condi-every synapse is in the direction appropriate for increas-
tioned on the synapse being in the A state. The overall releaseing reward. A weaker condition is that the vector of
probability is the product of p and the probability that the synapse isaverage changes point within 90 of the gradient vector.
in the A state. The conditional probability p goes up with successive
This condition is typically sufficient to insure the hill- spikes in a tetanus, due to increasing c. But the probability of being
climbing property that the expected reward tends to in the A state goes down, due to refractoriness. Therefore, the overall
release probability shows a mix of facilitation and depression. Theincrease. In principle, the search for learning rules
relative strength of the two effects depends on model parameters.should be widened to include all hill-climbing algo-
Implementation of the learning rule requires that the synapserithms, and more research is needed along these lines.
maintain some trace of its recent actions. This is provided by a
hypothetical quantity e(t ), which jumps by
Do hedonistic synapses require that reward
and punishment be balanced so that the e  1  p, release,p, failure (2)average reinforcement is zero?
In the simulation of matching behavior (Figure 4), only at an available synapse in response to a presynaptic spike. There
reward is administered, demonstrating that it is possible is no jump (e  0) for a refractory synapse. During the intervals
between presynaptic spikes, it decays exponentially,to learn from a nonnegative reward signal alone. How-
ever, there can be advantages to measuring reinforce-
de
dt
 
e
e
. (3)ment relative to a baseline, so the average reinforcement
signal is zero. Use of a baseline has been shown to
The time constant e sets the time scale over which the synapseenhance the speed of learning in certain machine learn-
remembers its past actions.ing contexts (Sutton, 1984; Dayan, 1990). One could
The quantity e(t ) is called an eligibility trace, because it signifiesimagine that the reinforcement signal for hedonistic syn-
when the synapse is eligible for reinforcement by a reward signal
apses is given by a nonnegative neuromodulatory signal h(t ) (Klopf, 1982). Plasticity is driven by the product of the reward
minus its baseline value. The subtraction of a baseline signal and the eligibility trace,
has some relation to the temporal antagonism dis-
cussed previously. dq
dt
 h(t) e (t), (4)
What do you regard as the greatest where   0 is a learning rate.
In the examples of Figures 2–4, short-term plasticity was elimi-weakness of your model?
nated from the model for simplicity, by not allowing the calcium-In order to implement release-failure antagonism, Equa-
like variable to increase (c  0) and making recovery from thetion 2 is designed so that the eligibility trace has exactly
refractory state instantaneous (r  0). In the example of Figure 5,zero mean. The equation requires a hedonistic synapse short-term plasticity was modeled using the parameter values c 
to keep track of its release probability, which varies 1, c  500 ms, and r  800 ms.
dynamically because of short-term facilitation. A biologi- Note that several events are modeled as taking place instantane-
ously in response to a presynaptic spike. They are simulated ascal synapse might be able to implement Equation 2
taking place in the following sequence: vesicle release or failure,approximately, but not perfectly. Violation of the zero
change in e, change in c.mean condition would produce bias in the gradient esti-
mate, which could hinder learning. Problems with bias
REINFORCE Learning
tend to be less severe if the reinforcement signal has “REINFORCE” is an acronym invented by Williams to refer to a
zero mean or temporal antagonism is added to the learn- class of learning rules that have the form of “REward Increment 
ing rule. Nonnegative Factor 	 Offset Reinforcement 	 Characteristic Eligi-
bility” (Williams, 1992). The particular variant of REINFORCE learning
used here is due to Kimura et al. (1995) and Baxter and BartlettExperimental Procedures
(2001). Suppose that samples xt are generated by a Markov chain
P
(xt|xt1) parametrized by 
, and reward h(xt) is received at everyThe hedonistic synapse model is described and then derived from
time step. Define the eligibilitythe general theory of REINFORCE learning (Williams, 1992; Baxter
and Bartlett, 2001). Conditions under which learning by hedonistic
e(xt,xt1)  
log P
(xt|xt1), (5)synapses approximates stochastic gradient ascent are discussed,
along with its relationship to other stochastic gradient learning rules. and the eligibility trace
Details of the numerical simulations are given.
et  et1  e( xt, xt1). (6)
Hedonistic Synapse Model
Then the REINFORCE learning rule isA synapse is modeled as having two states, available (A ) and refrac-
tory (R ). When the synapse is available, a presynaptic spike stimu-

t  h( xt ) et, (7)lates vesicle release (A→R transition) with probability
where   0 is the learning rate.
p 
1
1  eqc
, (1)
REINFORCE Learning for Stochastic Synapses
The network models studied in computational neuroscience arewhich is a function of the release parameter q, and the calcium-like
variable c. To model calcium dynamics at the presynaptic terminal, often written as systems of ordinary differential equations. Let the
state vector x stand for all the dynamical variables of the network.c jumps by c for each presynaptic spike and otherwise decays
exponentially, dc/dt  c/c. This model for c is convenient, but In a numerical simulation, both time t and state x take on discrete
values, so that the dynamics is describable in terms of a Markovother models could be substituted with no change in the learning
rule, as long as Equation 1 still holds. After releasing a vesicle and transition matrix P
(xt|xt1). Given such a description, a REINFORCE
learning rule can be derived by computing the gradient in Equationentering the refractory state, the synapse recovers (R→A ) with time
constant 1/r (Fuhrmann et al., 2002). While refractory, the synapse 5. Here this is done for a simple model of stochastic synapses.
The eligibility of the synapse from neuron j to neuron i is given bycannot release a vesicle.
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the estimate of C() do not. In other words, C() contributes noise
eij( xt, xt1) 

qij
log P
( xt|xt1). but no signal to the gradient estimate for large . Therefore it is
advantageous to choose  1 to reduce the variance of the gradient
This vanishes for any time step in which neuron j does not spike, estimate, although it increases the bias. It can be shown that the
because then P
(xt|xt1) is independent of qij. It also vanishes for any bias is small when the time constant 1/(1  ) is longer than the
time step in which the synapse is refractory. If the synapse is avail- mixing time (Baxter and Bartlett, 2001).
able and neuron j does spike, then To apply these ideas to the specific case of hedonistic synapses,
note that the time average of the right hand side of Equation 4 is
log P
(xt|xt1)  log pij  …, release,log(1  pij)  …, failure. h(t)e(t)t  ∞
0
de/e[(1  p)Crh()  pCfh()], (11)
Terms depending on the release probabilities of other synapses
where Crh()  r(t )h(t  )t and Cfh()  f(t )h(t  )t are the correla-are omitted, because they vanish when taking the derivative with
tions of release and failure with reward. This formula is valid if short-
respect to qij. It follows that term synaptic plasticity is neglected, so that the release probability
p does not vary dynamically. The release train is defined as r(t ) 
eij(xt, xt1)  1  pij, release,pij, failure, (8) i(t ti), where ti is the time of the ith vesicle release at the synapse,
and the failure train f(t ) is defined similarly. The sum r(t )  f(t ) is
equivalent to the presynaptic spike train (see Figure 3A).after applying the chain rule and the identity dp/dq  p(1  p ).
Equation 11 reveals that plasticity is driven by a weighted differ-Taking the continuous time limit dt→0, →1 of Equation 6 with e 
ence between Crh() and Cfh() for positive time lags . The weightingsdt/(1  ) held fixed yields Equations 2 and 3.
1  p and p compensate for the fact that unequal probabilities of
release and failure affect the baseline values of the correlations.REINFORCE as Stochastic Gradient Learning
From the difference between the correlations, the synapse can de-For those readers with interest in the theory of reinforcement learn-
termine whether release or failure is more likely to lead to reward.ing, a brief summary of the mathematical foundations of Equations
The time constant e of the eligibility trace (the continuum analog5–7 is given here. A comprehensive treatment can be found in Baxter
of ) should be chosen long enough so that the integral in Equationand Bartlett (2001). The goal of REINFORCE learning is to maximize
11 captures the correlations in Crh() and Cfh(). Further lengtheningthe average reward. When the learning process is segmented into
of e is counterproductive, as it adds noise to the learning updatedistinct episodes that are statistically independent of each other,
without adding any signal.the property of stochastic gradient ascent can be proven rigorously
(Williams, 1992). Then convergence to the maximum of the expected
Temporal Antagonismreward follows from stochastic approximation theory, provided that
The learning rule of Equation 7 is a stochastic approximation to thethe learning rate →0 as t→∞ in the appropriate way (Kushner and
gradient. Other rules sharing this property can be generated byClark, 1978).
adding extra terms with zero mean, which can be helpful if they haveFor fully online learning rules like Equation 7, the theoretical situa-
the effect of reducing fluctuations. One interesting modification istion is less satisfactory, and only partial guarantees can be given
(Baxter and Bartlett, 2001). For an ergodic Markov chain, the average

t  h(xt)et  ht1e(xt,xt1), (12)reward can be written either as a time average or as an average
over the equilibrium distribution 
(x ), where the reward trace h is defined by
ht  ht1  h(xt). (13)H(
)  lim
T→∞
1
T 
T
t1
h(xt )  
x
h(x)
(x).
Because ht1 depends on past rewards, it is uncorrelated with the
For fixed 
, it can shown that the time average of the right hand present eligibility e(xt,xt1), which has zero mean. Therefore he 
side of Equation 7 is a biased estimate of the gradient of the aver- he  0, so that the extra term in Equation 12 adds no bias to the
age reward, gradient estimate. However, it can reduce the variance of the esti-
mate in certain situations. For example, consider the special case

H(
) ≈ lim
T→∞
1
T 
T
t1
h(xt)et. (9) where h is a constant, so that the gradient of h is zero. Then
Equation 7 would cause 
 to randomly walk away from its initial
condition, whereas 
 does not stray very far if it obeys Equation 12.The safe way to use this formula for learning would be to estimate
The subtraction in Equation 12 is closely related to reinforcementthe gradient by holding 
 fixed for T time steps, computing the sum
comparison, which has been studied in the field of machine learningin Equation 9 for finite T, and then updating 
. If T is much longer
(Sutton, 1984; Dayan, 1990).than the mixing time, then updating 
 every T steps should result
The right hand side of Equation 12 is antisymmetric in h and e,in a good approximation to stochastic gradient ascent. Updating 

resulting in temporal antagonism in the interaction between theseat every time step as in Equation 7 has less theoretical justification
quantities. When Equation 12 is applied to hedonistic synapses,but often seems to work in practice.
temporal antagonism leads to the contrast between rules R1 and
R3 and between R2 and R4.Bias-Variance Tradeoff
There is a bias or approximation error in Equation 9, even in the
Related Learning Ruleslimit T→∞. To understand this error, note that Equations 9 and 6
Minsky proposed using stochastic synaptic transmission as the ba-are equivalent to
sis for learning in his SNARC, an artificial neural network (Minsky,
1954). His learning rule was based on the product of reinforcement
H(
) ≈ 
∞
0
C(), (10)
and release. It did not include release-failure antagonism, which is
important for the property of stochastic gradient ascent (see Figure
where
3). Later, Hinton (1989) proposed applying the linear reward-inaction
(LRI) algorithm (Narendra and Thathachar, 1989) to neural networks.
C()  lim
T→∞
1
T 
T
t1
e(xt, xt1)h(xt) This algorithm updates p directly, rather than q. The q parametriza-
tion is theoretically pleasing because it results in stochastic gradient
ascent, rather than a diagonally rescaled version. Furthermore, it isis the correlation between the eligibility and the reward h(xt) at
time lag . It can be shown that Equation 10 is an exact equality convenient when formulating the learning rule for dynamic syn-
apses.when   1, but only an approximation when   1. Unfortunately,
the   1 formula is unusable for finite T, the case relevant for There have been numerous other proposals for learning by corre-
lating synaptic noise with reward in artificial neural networks (Jabrilearning. This is because C() vanishes when becomes much longer
than the mixing time of the Markov chain, but the fluctuations in and Flower, 1992; Cauwenberghs, 1993; Unnikrishnan and Venugo-
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